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YEHOVAH, we thank You that one of the first characteristics of Your nature mentioned in Your Word is that You are a Holy Man of War\(^1\). We thank You that it gives You great pleasure to protect us and to fight on our behalf. Your Word says that the battle is Yours and the victory is ours, so we thank You that we can walk in constant victory.

YEHOVAH, we release You today as the Man of War to go to war on our behalf over these airways, over this call, over our conversation, and over every place that we go during this class. We thank You that we can just rest in Yeshua and receive the victory.

Right now, if any person with ungodly intentions is on this call, we invite you to come to Yeshua today. Yeshua is the one and only Savior and He loves you. He will open your life up to so much more than you could ever imagine and He will forgive you of all your sins and accept you - all you have to do is acknowledge that He is the Son of YEHOVAH, ask Him to forgive you for your sin with true repentance for what you've done in your life, invite Him into your life, and He will flood into your heart and give you the gift of eternal life. Yeshua says,

\[
\text{“whoever confesses Me before men, him I will also confess before My Father who is in heaven.}
\text{But whoever denies Me before men, him I will also deny before My Father who is in heaven”}
\] 
(Mathew 10:32-33).

That is what we’re giving you the opportunity to do now. We love you! We are excited about what you choose to do today. You don’t have to feel nervous or self-conscious -- we've all done this, we've all been there. Is there anyone out there who would like to accept Yeshua as their Lord and Savior?

[Pause to see if anyone responds to the invitation. If yes, lead them through a prayer for salvation.]

YEHOVAH, we thank You that if there are people still on the call who don’t want to say anything right now, they can email Kathy Madden at hcall13@hotmail.com.

We thank You YEHOVAH that we do not have to tolerate the tactics of the enemy. We are the victorious ones and this is the territory and time (in time, out of time, and on time) of You YEHOVAH, Yeshua, Holy Spirit, and all of the FATHER's Kingdom, right here and now.

So we take this territory and time and we thank You YEHOVAH for the victory and for all the healings, and the freedoms, and the new intimacy that we will have as we step up and step into this place with You today. We thank You for a clear, clean line, no dropped callers, and that our devices will function perfectly during this call. We thank You that we can just rest in this place in Yeshua today.

We thank You and ask You to bless each and every one on this call, in Yeshua’s Name. Amen!

---

Source: Heavens Call - Creative Blue Light Beings
1. Exodus 5:3, Deuteronomy 20:4, 2 Chronicles 20:15, 1 Corinthians 15:57
**HC-CBLB CLASSES - PRAYER - PUTTING OUR BODY and SOUL INSIDE OUR SPIRIT**

**Activation**

For the restoration of all things¹, we desire to be in YEHOVAH’s original intent from the beginning of Creation. Before the fall, Adam was first a spirit being - the physical body was less dominant. We want to be “Spirit first”. Scripture says that we are the temple of YEHOVAH², that in Him we live and move and have our being³, and that if we live in the Spirit, let us also walk in the Spirit⁴. To position ourselves “Spirit first”, we frame up this reality with our words and then step into this reality by faith.

**Faith Framing**

Let’s look at how the Bible defines FAITH and FRAMING.

Hebrews 11:1 says, “faith is the assurance of things hoped for, the evidence of things not seen.”

Hebrews 11:3 says, “Through faith we understand that the worlds were framed by the word of God, so that things which are seen were not made of things which do appear.” “Frame” in this scripture means to render (to complete), to put in order (to fit for one’s self)⁵.

YEHOVAH the Creator (“Elohim”⁶) creates by framing with His Words. We were created in the image and likeness of YEHOVAH⁷, therefore we can create with our words — and when we speak out loud, our words are recorded in our DNA.

As spirit beings⁸ who are children of YEHOVAH, we are seated in Yeshua in Heavenly places⁹, we are in Yeshua¹⁰ and Yeshua is present everywhere¹¹, therefore in the spirit, we can be present everywhere in Yeshua.

We can frame up, by faith, this reality that we need to walk in as Sons of YEHOVAH. So let’s pray this prayer together and by faith, put our body and soul in our spirit man and declare the expansion of our spirit man to align with YEHOVAH’s Word.

*(Please keep your phones on mute for the prayer.)*

**PRAYER**

“Dear YEHOVAH,

We come before You to walk in the fullness of all that You decreed from the ‘WAS WAS’. We speak to our wonderful bodies and we say, “Body, I love you!”

[Hug your body and tell your body you love it!]

So we invite our body and soul (which is our mind, will and emotions) to step inside our spirit today.

[Take a step forward with your body now]
We thank You, Spirit of the Living YEHOVAH, inside of us. We repent for not making You first place in our lives. Today You are, so we release You, Spirit of the Living YEHOVAH, to be over all the places we are appointed to go.

By faith, expand your spirit man out over:

- Your house,
- Your land,
- Your neighborhood,
- Your city,
- Your state,
- Your country,
- Your continent,
- Your oceans,
- Your whole Earth,
- Your galaxies, and
- Your multiverses,

... in Yeshua’s Name, Amen!"

The Fruit

By expanding our spirit man out to encompass our multiverses and everything therein, we are framing up the very truth of:

- what YEHOVAH says about us,
- who we are supposed to be, and
- how we are to operate.

As we keep doing this over and over again, we will:

- start to move into the belief of self - our DNA, our body, mind, will and emotions will line up to that!
- believe who we are called to be!, and
- walk in the fullness of that authority!!

Source: Heavens Call - Creative Blue Light Beings

1. Acts 3:21
2. 1 Cor. 3:16 & 2 Cor. 6:16
3. Acts 17:26
4. Gal. 5:25
5. "framed": Strong's Concordance (G2675)
6. Genesis 1:1
7. Genesis 1:27
8. 1 Thessalonians 5:23, Numbers 16:22, Hebrews 4:12
9. Ephesians 2:6
10. Ephesians 1:7; 1 Corinthians 1:30
HC-CBLB CLASSES - PRAYER – OPENING / GREETING (2)

YEHOVAH, Yeshua and Holy Spirit, we set our hearts, our spirits, and our complete beings to You. We thank You that You are always with us, You never leave us nor forsake us. Holy is Your Name! We bless Your Name always. It is Your Kingdom that we seek, Your perfect will in our lives.

YEHOVAH, we set our hearts to enter into You by the Blood of Yeshua, to see and to hear from You. We recognize that it is only by the finished work of Yeshua on the Cross and His shed Blood that we have an open Heaven to You. Thank You for this privilege.

We greet and welcome the Tabernacle, the Tent of Your Presence, and that You brood over us. As we engage Your Presence, we thank You that You bring us into a beautiful place of intimacy to know You more. We thank You that as we meet with You, our DNA will take on Your image and the Destiny Scroll of our lives will be fulfilled.

We greet and welcome the Bench of Three over all the orders of angels: Yeshua, Gabriel, and Michael.

We greet and welcome the 10 orders of the angelic around the Throne:
- General Metatron and his angel army, the Chayos
- General Raziel and his angel army, the Ophanim
- General Tzephiel and his angel army, the E’relim
- General Tzedkiel and his angel army, the Chashmallim
- General Gabriel and his angel army, the Seraphim
- General Uriel and his angel army, the Amalakim
- General Haniel and his angel army, the Elohim
- General Michael and his angel army, the B’nai-Elohim
- General Raphael and his angel army, the Cherubim
- General Sandalphon and his angel army, the Ishim

We greet and welcome General Belief, the head of the angel army of Belief. Come forth and bring a different level of our faith.

We greet and welcome the Menorah and all the Courts of Heaven:
- Court of the LORD
- Court of Judges
- Court of 70
- Court of the Council of the Fathers
- Court of Kings
- Court of the Upright
- Court of Chancellors
- Court of War
- Court of the Scribes
- Court of Angels
- Mobile Courtroom

We greet and welcome Melchizedek, the Chief Chancellor over the Treasuries of YEHOVAH.
We greet and welcome the Cloud of Witnesses, the Men in White Linen, our tutors and counselors - the Seven Spirits of YEHOVAH, and our personal angels who walk with us.

We greet and welcome all the Prince Warring angels over our cities, our families, our neighborhoods, our towns, our nations, and the tectonic plates in the Earth, including:

- Liberty, Justice, and Union – over the United States
- Shaker and Sifter – assigned to the United States
- Elevation, Wonder, and Valiant Mystery – over Salem, the city of refuge that we are to manifest in this Earth and into the multiverses
- Shem – Melchizedek’s General over Salem
- Valour, Victory, and Justice – over Canada
- Truth, Meekness, and Righteousness – over Scotland
- Majesty, Hope, and Justice – over England
- Great Grace – over Australia
- New Zeal – over New Zealand
- Glorious – over Nashville

We greet and welcome:

- the Four Watcher angels of the Throne,
- the Four Winds,
- the Four Spirits of Heaven,
- the angels of signs, wonders, and miracles,
- Tzedispool, the Angel of the Deep who calls into the deep, and
- the Nines who finish things,

... to be a part of our Destiny Scrolls.

We greet and welcome Albert, our Heavens Call chariot angel.

We greet and welcome Trance, the Angel who provides a platform for those who have religious beliefs standing in the way of receiving the truth. We greet and welcome the angel Torchus who hands out torches to the forerunners.

We greet and welcome the heavenly beings Purity, Increase, Authority, and Destiny.

YEHOVAH, we are asking to see in the world of Your Kingdom, the realm of Your domain, to watch what You do, and to be with You when You administer the Heavens. We are confident that You will watch us and be with us while You lead us to our assignments. Thank You YEHOVAH!

YEHOVAH, we dedicate this time to be purposefully in Your Glory. We thank You that You walk with us always and for Your covering of perfect Love by the Blood of Yeshua, our Lord and Savior.

We bring greetings to all of Heaven. We declare that we are so glad to be with You and have the privilege to step into being rightful Sons. We thank You YEHOVAH and give You glory! We acknowledge the mandate of the angels, their beings, testimony, roles, responsibility, and protocol around our lives today. As Sons, we release them to do their work and to bring us into divine order with our destiny, and to fight on our behalf so we can stay in rest.

In Yeshua’s Name, Amen!
Seeing In The Spirit

YEHOVAH has given each and every one of us the ability to see in the Spirit. He uses the screens of our sanctified imaginations to show us images and visions.

* DO NOT READ OUT LOUD *

Note to person reading the Bank Tube Protocol:

The following is just one example that illustrates the different spiritual senses involved in "seeing in the Spirit". Feel free to:

- change any of the details within this example, OR
- share your own example.

Imagine this: there’s a large purple elephant, covered in little pink polka dots. The elephant is balancing on a yellow volley ball while holding an orange and blue striped umbrella with its trunk. It’s raining hard with thunder and lightning. There’s a crowd of people watching the elephant and they're eating caramel popcorn while bouncing up and down on a trampoline.

If you can imagine what was just described, then you can “see” in the Spirit. “Seeing” is more than just our sense of sight. YEHOVAH speaks to us through all of our spiritual senses: sight, hearing, smell, taste, and touch. YEHOVAH also speaks to us through our emotions - some examples: we can feel His love, joy, holiness, tenderness etc.

Because we all “see” in part, and because YEHOVAH does not discriminate between us, anything anyone sees or experiences in our journey together to the FATHER's Kingdom is available to be received by all of us. When we share what we see or experience on the call (or in the Facebook group), it is recorded in our books in Heaven.

Make sure to put everything we see and experience in your spirit man (you can do the prophetic act of placing it in your belly out of which the rivers of living water flow - this is the location of the seat upon which your spirit man sits).

Everything we receive and experience we trade with Melchizidek on the Sea of Glass and then deposit it in our treasury rooms in our personal mountains.

Bank Tube

To go to Heaven in our Class calls, we must first be washed clean by the Blood of Yeshua. To do this, YEHOVAH revealed to Kathy Madden that we can imagine, see, and then enter a large “bank tube” filled with the Blood of Yeshua. This tube looks like the type of tube on the outside of banks used to deposit cash and checks. Likewise, when we go into Heaven, we also make a deposit of our DNA wherever we go, and when we come back down (at the end of the call), we bring a deposit of what we received in Heaven down to Earth.
The Bank Tube expands to accommodate the number of people entering it. The base of the tube is here on Earth, the top of the tube is at the bottom of Jacob's Ladder. Two angels open the doors for us at both the bottom and the top of the tube. When we enter through the bottom door, we are stepping through the tear in the Veil that Yeshua tore for us to enter into His Presence in the FATHER's Kingdom. As we go up the tube, we are washed clean from all sin, iniquity, and transgression - we are cleansed down to the very marrow of our bones by the Blood of Yeshua.

The angels are now opening the bottom doors, so let's all walk through the tear in the Veil and enter the Bank Tube.

Now that we are in the Bank Tube and the angels have closed the doors, the tube is filling up with the Blood of Yeshua.

We're now in Heaven, so let's breathe in 3 deep breaths of the atmosphere of Heaven to change the frequency of our DNA.

Inhale the 1st breath ... and exhale
Inhale a 2nd breath ... and exhale
Inhale a 3rd breath ... and exhale

* DO NOT READ OUT LOUD *

Note to the person leading the group up the Bank Tube:

Once we have entered the Bank Tube and taken our 3 breaths, the next steps in the protocol are:

- The Living Sacrifice Prayer
- Communion Prayer
- Yod Hei Vav Hei Prayer

Once the Yod Hei Vav Hei Prayer is completed, please:

- Ask people to start sharing what they are seeing/experiencing in the Bank Tube.
- Remind people to put EVERYTHING that EVERYONE sees/experiences into their bellies.
- Remind people to engage with what they are seeing, not just observe it.
- When it's time to exit the Bank Tube, read the sentence below out loud:

Now it's time to exit the Bank Tube, so let's all go up to the top where the angels are opening the doors for us.

Let's exit through the doors onto the platform at the bottom of Jacob's Ladder.

Source: Heavens Call - Creative Blue Light Beings
HC-CBLB CLASSES - PRAYER - LIVING SACRIFICE (2)

Thank You, YEHOVAH, that You have made the way for us to come boldly into Your Presence. By faith we have walked through the torn Veil into the Holy of Holies and with total abandonment, we now lay ourselves on the altar to You, Yeshua, our High Priest.

In offering our bodies, we thank You that You take the sword, Your Word of Truth, and bleed us out, just as a sheep was bled as sacrifice in the Old Covenant. Let all the blood, the old life source, drain out of us.

Now cut us open down the middle and strip off the three layers of skin, the false coverings, all pretenses, masks, and the defense and coping mechanisms that we have placed upon our lives to get the approval of others and even of You, YEHOVAH. Remove every old fig leaf!

Take off our head where we have aligned our thinking with worldly mindsets, drawing our reasoning from the tree of the knowledge of good and evil. Remove our arms and hands where we have done works of iniquity; remove our legs and feet where we have walked in our own self-will.

Take out all 248 organs, the tissues, muscles, and tendons; the trauma and negative emotions held up in our immune system; and our spine where the fear of man has kept chaos locked in our bodies and souls.

Now Yeshua, pull open our rib cage, reach in and take out our stony heart, and remove from our chest cavity the Destiny Scroll that reveals the true purpose of our lives — those things we agreed to do when we were with You before the foundation of the Earth! Yeshua, break open the seal on our scrolls – You are the only one worthy to do this - that we may see and do what is on our Destiny Scrolls for this day. Thank You, Yeshua!

Now replace each one of our hearts with a pure and tender heart, one that’s full of faith and gives hope to see the unseen things, a heart full of light with limitless capacity to grow in the Love of YEHOVAH… a heart that beats with the rhythm of Heaven’s frequency!

Thank You, Yeshua, as You replace our organs, tissues, muscles and tendons; by faith, we receive healing in all of these because the Master’s hand has kissed them with YEHOVAH’s will to heal. You have cleansed our immune systems and our spines are now perfumed in the Fear of the LORD!

As you put our legs and feet back on, we praise You for giving us legs and feet that YEHOVAH calls beautiful, which trek the good news of Sonship and touch down in places where Enoch has walked! As you put our arms and hands back on, we praise you for arms and hands like YEHOVAH’s that do the works of truth and justice!

Thank You, Yeshua, that You give us a new head with a mind full of revelation knowledge – the government of the Kingdom of Heaven now has jurisdiction over our entire beings! Our faces are now unveiled before Your Glory! You give us eyes to see what the elders see, causing them to keep falling down in worship to You! Eyes to see what the angels see that they cannot stop shouting,
“Holy, Holy, Holy”! You give us ears adorned with the ring of a bondslave to you, Yeshua! You give us a nose that smells the vibrations of Heaven and gives us sharp discernment. Now we have a mouth that tastes the goodness of YEHOVAH, that speaks words which bring the power of everlasting life, and praises You continuously!

Now Yeshua, put back on our lives the right coverings: the covering of YEHOVAH - judgment, justice and holiness; Your covering, Yeshua - the way, the truth and the life; and the covering of Holy Spirit - righteousness, peace and joy. Add the three layers of skin back onto each of our bodies for 12 layers signifying the priest that we may minister to YEHOVAH in Heaven!

Now as the renewed DNA and RNA in our blood begin to pulse through every artery, vein, and capillary, the Tree of Life is being rooted within us. The very DNA of You Yeshua is awakening and healing the memory in every cell and the very marrow of our bones is manifesting Sonship. Hallelujah! – Amen.

Source: Heavens Call - Creative Blue Light Beings
Adapted with permission from Ian Clayton’s teachings based on Romans 12:1
HC-CBLB CLASSES - PRAYER – COMMUNION (3)

Yeshua, we thank You as we hold these elements of Your Body and Blood in our hands. By faith, we hold the very record of the DNA of YEHOVAH and we call to remembrance the three-strand light of the DNA of YEHOVAH in the marrow of our bones. We call that into remembrance right now and we call it to reproduce in our physical body and blood! We celebrate that these elements create a focal point, an arc, first with our spirit, a window of Heaven for the Glory of YEHOVAH to come forth and manifest in our lives.

Yeshua, as we take these elements, we thank You that they begin to change every single part of us, the very sound of us that carries the sound of Heaven - that frequency of Who You are YEHOVAH. Oh, that it would manifest in us - that sound, that frequency, that light, that smell, and that color would be manifest in us Yeshua! That as we take this we would become one with You Yeshua!

Yeshua, thank You that this deals with every record of sin, iniquity, and transgression in our body, soul, and spirit. We thank You that it deals with every root of anger, fear, confusion, rebellion, and it deals with any seed of the enemy: seed of Cain, Nephilim seed, reptilian seed, alien seed, occultic seed - any negative seed that is in us YEHOVAH! We thank You that You burn up those records in us and it would bring to remembrance that light, light, light, the creative light of Who You are in our bodies, Yeshua.

We thank You that as we do this we will say to our bones in our physical bodies, “You will live and not die, you will live and not die, you will live and not die!” We thank You, Yeshua, that as we take this, it holds the record of everlasting life. We thank You that as we take this, we will not die! Thank You Yeshua!

We thank You for more relationship with You. We thank You that it would open the door to areas of our lives that we have not been able to access for You, YEHOVAH. Yeshua, take us deeper down, seven layers, take us to the deep places of Your heart that as we take this we become one with You as You are one with YEHOVAH. We thank You and love You so much!

Let’s eat and drink!

Source: Heavens Call - Creative Blue Light Beings
Jacob's Ladder

Jacob’s Ladder is from Genesis 28:12 - “He [Jacob] had a dream, and behold, a ladder was set on the Earth with its top reaching to heaven; and behold, the angels of God were ascending and descending on it.”

When we go up Jacob’s Ladder (which you may see as a ladder or a staircase), we are avoiding the possibility of going sideways nine dimensions (each direction horizontally) like those operating in occult practices through their silver cord. If people have legal ground in them connected to the enemy through occult practices (and have not gone to Court to get divorce papers), there can be revelation received that is thought to be from Heaven but is actually from the enemy.

Jacob’s Ladder is safe! For this reason, it is the Heavens Call protocol.

Remember to share what you are seeing and experiencing as we go up Jacob’s Ladder and remember to place everything that we are seeing/experiencing as a group in your rivers of living water in your spirit man in your belly.

Three Arches of Heaven

Once we’ve climbed up Jacob’s Ladder, we reach the three Arches of Heaven. Each Arch leads to different destinations and realms in FATHER’s Heaven. Some examples are:

- the Arch on the RIGHT leads to: the river, waterfall, houses of the Sevens Spirits of YEHOVAH, the Pool of Bethesda
- the Arch in the MIDDLE leads to: the City of YEHOVAH, YEHOVAH’s House, Throne of Grace, Garden East of Eden, Sea of Glass
- the Arch on the LEFT leads to: the galaxies, multiverses, houses of the Archangels

The Leader will share which Arch we are to go through as a group.

A conceptual drawing of both the Bank Tube filled with the Blood of Yeshua, Jacob’s Ladder, and the three Arches of Heaven is on page 14 of the HC-CBLB Class Prayers & Protocols Manual.

Now let’s all step onto Jacob’s Ladder.

* DO NOT READ OUT LOUD *

Note to the person leading the group up Jacob’s Ladder:

⇒ Ask people to share what they are seeing/experiencing as we climb up Jacob’s Ladder.
⇒ Remind people to engage with what they are seeing, not just observe it.
⇒ Remind people to put EVERYTHING that EVERYONE sees/experiences into their bellies.
⇒ When it’s time to go up to the top of Jacob’s Ladder, read the sentence below out loud:

Now let’s complete our climb to the top of Jacob’s Ladder so that we can enter FATHER’s Heaven.
Three Arches of Heaven

- Galaxies
- Multiverse
- Houses of the Archangels

- City of the Lord
- Father’s House
- Throne of Grace
- Garden East of Eden
- Sea of Glass

- River
- Waterfall
- Houses of the Seven Spirits of God
- Pool of Bethesda

Jacob’s Ladder

Bank Tube filled with the blood of Yeshua

Tear in the Veil

©2016 Heavens Call – Creative Blue Light Beings
HC-CBLB CLASSES - PROTOCOL and PRAYER – MELCHIZEDEK and the SEA OF GLASS

(Melchizedek: /mɛl.'kiz.a.dək/; Hebrew: מַלְכִּי־צֶדֶק)

The Sea of Glass is in FATHER’s Kingdom in Heaven and is located behind YEHOVAH’s Mountain (which is pure gold) and is located beyond the City of the LORD.

Melchizedek, King and High Priest, resides at the Sea of Glass and is in charge of the trading floor for YEHOVAH’s Treasury in YEHOVAH’s Mountain! As Sons of Melchizedek, we go there to trade everything given to us in our lives for more relationship with YEHOVAH, Yeshua, Holy Spirit, and all of the FATHER’s Kingdom.

The FATHER gives us everything. As we go to the Sea of Glass and trade back what we have been given (every good and negative thing, even attitudes and thoughts) these trades get recorded in Heaven for eternity and in our own book that will be read before us and YEHOVAH at our Judgment Day.

Just as the 24 Elders cast their crowns before YEHOVAH’s Throne, we also want to be obedient to do this so we will become a sweet smelling fragrance in YEHOVAH’s nostrils. As we trade with Melchizedek, YEHOVAH says, “Aaaahhhhh, they are fulfilling their assignment on their Destiny Scroll that each Son agreed to in the WAS WAS!!”

As we are trading on the Sea of Glass, we are fulfilling our assignment for eternity! How cool!!! Restoration in process by choice! Our DNA being forever changed!!

When we arrive on the Sea of Glass, Melchizedek will be waiting there for us. As a group we will approach and stand before him as the prayer for trading is read out loud. We will give Melchizedek everything we’ve received and stored in our bellies. Scribe angels will record everything we give Melchizedek, and our trades, in the Book of the Treasury of YEHOVAH and in our personal books.

We will receive back from Melchizedek copies of everything that was recorded in the Books and then place them back in our bellies to take to our treasury rooms inside our personal mountains after we leave Melchizedek and the Sea of Glass.

Let’s now greet Melchizedek, honor him for his faithfulness in serving as the Chief Chancellor of YEHOVAH’s Treasury and hand him everything we’ve stored in our bellies to trade.

**PRAYER**

YEHOVAH, we come before You and Melchizedek to trade on the Sea of Glass: [recap the highlights of what we received on our journey].

Our desires are to see and do all that is written on our Destiny Scrolls that You and each one of us agreed upon before we were ever in the womb - when we were with You before You formed the very foundations of the Earth. We desire to operate in all the givings, priestly and kingly
anointings, and for all of the FATHER's Kingdom Government that rests in us to be fully operational, 24/7 in our DNA. We want our portion, any mantles, anointings, finances, translocations, and giftings our ancestors laid down, to be fully operational in our DNA and in our actions. We desire to have the FATHER's Kingdom Love attached to our every word, action, and deed. We also ask for the full portion of Yeshua’s mind.

We thank you Melchizedek, in Yeshua’s Name.

We thank You YEHOVAH for the original intent accomplished through us and our future generations. In Yeshua’s Name, Amen.

============= 

The Scribe angels have finished recording what we gave Melchizedek and our trades, and are now returning copies to Melchizedek to give to us. Let's take these copies and put them in our bellies.

At this point, sometimes Melchizedek gives us additional gifts from YEHOVAH.

Is anyone seeing Melchizedek give us anything?

* DO NOT READ OUT LOUD *

* DO NOT READ OUT LOUD *

Note to the person leading the group on the Sea of Glass:

⇒ Ask people to share what they are seeing Melchizedek give us.
⇒ When people have finished sharing, read the following sentence out loud:

We want to trade these additional gifts that YEHOVAH gave us. So we give them back to you, Melchizedek, so that they can be recorded in the Books and we can receive copies back to put in our bellies.

Let’s now receive back those copies and thank Melchizedek and say good-bye!

Source: Heavens Call - Creative Blue Light Beings

1. Revelation 4:10-11
2. Ephesians 5:2
HC-CBLB CLASSES - PRAYER – COMMUNION ON THE SEA OF GLASS

Yeshua, we thank You as we hold these elements of Your Body and Blood in our hands. By faith, we hold the very record of the DNA of YEHOVAH and we call to remembrance the three-strand light of the DNA of YEHOVAH in the marrow of our bones. We call that into remembrance right now and we call it to reproduce in our physical body and blood! We celebrate that these elements create a focal point, an arc, first with our spirit, a window of Heaven for the Glory of YEHOVAH to come forth and manifest in our lives.

Yeshua, as we take these elements, we thank You that it begins to change every single part of us, the very sound of us that carries the sound of Heaven - that frequency of Who You are YEHOVAH. Oh, that it would manifest in us - that sound, that frequency, that light, that smell, and that color would be manifest in us Yeshua! That as we take this we would become one with You, Yeshua!

Yeshua, thank You that this deals with every record of sin, iniquity, and transgression in our body, soul, and spirit. We thank You that it deals with every root of anger, fear, confusion, rebellion, and it deals with any seed of the enemy: seed of Cain, Nephilim seed, reptilian seed, alien seed, occultic seed - any negative seed that is in us YEHOVAH! We thank You that You burn up those records in us and it would bring to remembrance that light, light, light, the creative light of Who You are in our bodies, Yeshua.

We thank You that as we do this we will say to our bones in our physical bodies, “You will live and not die, you will live and not die, you will live and not die!” We thank You, Yeshua, that as we take this, it holds the record of everlasting life. We thank You that as we take this, we will not die! Thank You Yeshua!

We thank You, for this is the ultimate trade YEHOVAH! As we stand on the Sea of Glass, we trade it for more relationship with You that it would open the door to areas of our lives that we have not been able to access for You, YEHOVAH. Yeshua, take us deeper down, seven layers, take us to the deep places of Your heart that as we take this we become one with You as You are one with YEHOVAH. So, we thank You and love You so much!

Let’s eat and drink!

Source: Heavens Call - Creative Blue Light Beings
HC-CBLB CLASSES - PROTOCOL – TREASURY ROOMS IN OUR PERSONAL MOUNTAINS

We are now leaving the Sea of Glass to fly down to our personal mountains in which our treasury rooms are located. Our personal mountains are located in a dimension of Heaven lower than the FATHER's Heaven.

Our personal mountains represent our authority and government in the FATHER's Kingdom. We each can have multiple personal mountains. The treasure that we place in our treasury room is not only for us to leverage during our present time on Earth but also for our assignments throughout eternity.

Our mountains can have different appearances — some examples: they may look like a mountain on Earth, they may be multicolored, they may be gold, they may look like crystal, and they can even change in appearance on different visits.

As we arrive at the platform in front of each of our own mountains, angels are opening the doors so we can go into our treasury room. Retrieve your treasure from your belly and hand it to the attending angels who will place it in the appropriate rooms within your treasury room or you can store it yourself. You can have different rooms for crowns, robes, scepters, scrolls, gems, divorce papers etc. and your treasury room will expand as you place more treasure in it. If we received divorce papers, we can also choose to tack them to the outside of our mountain so that all of Heaven can witness and celebrate our victories in the Courts of Heaven.

Let's now exit our personal mountains (say good-bye to your angels) and let's go back up to the Arch through which we first entered the FATHER's Heaven.

* DO NOT READ OUT LOUD *

Note to the person leading the group to our personal mountains:

If Albert has taken us to our personal mountains, once we return to the Arch, have everyone thank him for his faithful service to Heavens Call as our travel angel and say good-bye to him!
HC-CBLB CLASSES - PROTOCOL and PRAYER – ADMINISTRATING ON EARTH AS IT IS IN HEAVEN

Now it’s time to return down to Earth the way we came up to Heaven so that we can administrate everything we received in Heaven on Earth.

So let’s now walk through the Arch back to the top of Jacob’s Ladder

* DO NOT READ OUT LOUD *

Note to the person leading the group back down to Earth:
You can be as creative as you’d like to be in how the group descends down Jacob’s Ladder.

Some examples are:
- walk down
- slide down
- zipline down
- use a skateboard to ride down, etc.

Let’s _____________ down Jacob’s Ladder and go over to the Bank Tube where the angels are now opening the top doors for us.

We descend down through the Blood of Yeshua in the Bank Tube and out through the tear in the Veil, which is the bottom door that the angels have opened for us.

Now that we are back on Earth we need to administrate everything we received in Heaven to change our atmosphere and circumstances for YEHOVAH’s Glory!

PRAYER

YEHOVAH, we thank-You for what we experienced with You and received this evening.

We now breathe out the very breath of Heaven that we’ve been inhaling all evening into the atmosphere of the Earth and the circumstances of our lives to bring about change.

   Exhale breath 1
   Exhale breath 2
   Exhale breath 3

We now release and administrate all that we received in Your Kingdom to the North, South, East, and West of the Earth, so that it will be on Earth as it is in Heaven.

In Yeshua’s Name, Amen!

Source: Heavens Call - Creative Blue Light Beings